Rheometer Basic Training MCR 301
General Guidelines
1. Make sure you know how to reach the supervisor in case of equipment errors. Default lab
contact: Anand Yethiraj at ext. 2113 Email: ayethiraj@mun.ca. Otherwise: a designated
graduate student.
2. Follow safety guidelines for any lab with chemicals (ethanol) (e.g., you have been shown the
Emergency Eye Wash station; you have an emergency contact identified; the lab door stays
open; no food or drinks in the lab, etc.)
Rheometer specific guidelines
0. Open the valve on the high-pressure line. Make sure that the pressure gauge between 80-100
psi. [IF IT ISN’T:]
1. DO NOT PROCEED. DO NOT TURN ON THE RHEOMETER. CONTACT Anand Yethiraj (ext.
2113) before any further steps.
2. Turn on the water bath. CHECK the water level to see if it needs refilling.
3. Turn on the rheometer (black on/off switch to the left of the rheometer). After a few seconds,
and a beep, the display (to the right of the rheometer) will state to which bottom plate it is connected. The status will read “OK”. IF IT DOESN’T: go to point 1.
4. Turn on the computer if it is not already on. Log on to user “Rheometer” (password indicated
on the computer).
5. Open the software RheoCompass.
a) Go to the Control Panel on the right bar of the screen, ensure the measuring system is out
of the device and hit the Initialize button. If the Initialize button is greyed out, you can hover
over it to get an idea what the problem might be.
b) Also, in the Control Panel (near the bottom) set the temperature (anywhere in the range
from 1 °𝐶 to 60 °𝐶 should be fine.
c) After finishing the Initialize step, the three green buttons (indicating the position of the
Measuring System tool) will be active. Put in the measuring system and move the system
to the appropriate level for motor adjustment (e.g. for the Concentric Cylinder geometry, I
set 1 mm using the middle green button).
d) Go to [My Apps] at the bottom-left corner of the screen, select [Routine Adjustments]
- Hit START, then hit continue
- Hit Motor Adjustment, [check the steps] then hit continue
- Wait for adjusting as “selected geometry.”
- Diagram, Table will appear, and adjustment will take 5 minutes or longer based on the
used geometry.
- The progress menu will appear to show the adjustment duration period.
- Determining the inertia system, and the quick aircheck “Done.
6. Go to Rheofinder to find a previous project or project template. Or pick one from My Apps. Run
a test sample, for which you know the rheological profile, preferably a Newtonian liquid with
viscosity similar to your sample. Silicone oil of known viscosity is often a good standard. Or water-glycerol at a given concentration and temperature.
7. Additional Notes
- If you find additional points that are useful, let me know!

-

The spec. for upper limit of rotation is 3000 rpm, which corresponds approximately to
3000 1/s for the shear rate. However, this is an old rheometer, and I would like you to
keep the upper limit as 500 1/s. If you wish to go a bit higher (e.g., up to 1000 1/s)
please first contact me.
8. Possible problems:
- measuring system (shaft) gets stuck. Response: Do not force it out! Call the lab contact
(or supervisor, Anand Yethiraj)
- Error signal on the rheometer console. Response: Do not override! Call the lab contact
(or supervisor, Anand Yethiraj)
- Measuring system requires motor adjustment. Response: Do not ignore! Remove sample, remove measuring system and carry out steps in point 5d.
9. Exporting Data
- There is no anti-virus on the computer, and it is offline. You must therefore use the inlab USB drive provided. Put all your files onto the USB drive.
- Take the USB drive to the linux computer (cantaloupe). Log on with “Guest Session”
and you can email the file to yourself, or you can connect your USB drive to the linux
machine.
- DO NOT CONNECT YOUR OWN USB DRIVE DIRECTLY TO THE RHEOMETER
COMPUTER.
10. Cleaning the measuring system and cell. One must remember the following:
- Always hold the measuring system with the long axis vertical, in the same orientation
as the rheometer holds it, even while cleaning.
- The top of the measuring system is a smart sensor. This sensor should never get dirty
and should not be cleaned by you. Cleaning can destroy it.
- Clean gently (using only Kimwipes paper), but repeatedly until no thin white sediment
or no smell exists. Do not use anything abrasive, and use only water and ethanol as
cleaning solvents.
Make sure all measuring systems are stored in the storage box after being properly
cleaned. If there is anything not proper (e.g., you notice stains or scratches, or there
are errors in the software or hardware interface) you must let the supervisor know immediately (email is OK).
11. Make an entry in the log book, so we can keep a record of errors or problems.
User certification
I have read the above and understand the above.
Date:

Name:

Signature:

Additional Information
1. Motor Adjustment

2. Viscosity of aqueous glycerol solutions (1 centipoise = 1 mPa.s)

